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High Til I Die: The Unraveling Of A
Drug Addict

Gritty, raw, true to life account of the bitter end of addiction. Travel with a woman through her last
day of using hard drugs. Stay tuned til the end, for the hope that a clean and sober life can give.
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It is never easy to face or confront the ravages of addiction in our communities, and on a closer
more personal level among family and friends. "High Till I Die: The Unraveling of a Drug Addict" is a
graphic and not so easy read, a brief life story about the author April "P", a wife and mother, who
lost everything, including her children, when her life became frightfully out of control and
dangerously impaired by drug addiction.The oldest of three girls, her father an alcoholic, she deeply
resented any attention her mother gave to her sisters, and other girls who had nicer clothes and
homes. Terribly embarrassed by her family, she sought the love and attention she needed from
boys, going on birth control pills at 14. Dropping out of school, despite a teen pregnancy and
marriage she used and abused substance.The book opens up with her husband falling to the floor,

nearly hitting his head on the commode, almost dying from an overdose, as she and her children
watched helplessly. The substance abuse took all their dignity and self-respect, she only wanted
more drugs as her life evolved in getting the next fix, nothing else mattered. April "P" would end up
in numerous jails, rehab programs and facilities.The grit and grime from her experience is shocking,
as she ends up discarded in the metaphorical gutter. The graphic depictions of sex and drug use
may not appeal to some readers. Fortunately, April "P" turned her life around, and in recovery, is
helping others by sharing her true story. Many thanks and appreciation for the e-ARC for the
purpose of review. ~ 3* GOOD.

I bought this to attempt to understand the mind of an addict. I think that it did that successfully. The
grammar was iffy in places and the plot was a little hard to follow at times because it jumped
around, but the ending was on point. Overall, a quick, decent read.

I am incredibly impressed by the authors ability to own her entire truth and put herself out there in
front of the world in order to help another addict. As an addict in recovery myself, I can completely
resonate with the majority of April P's writings. Just for today, we don't have to live that way
anymore.Keep on writing! The world needs to hear your truth.

This book is a message of HOPE. No matter how buried in addiction a person may be, there is
always a way out. We get a better understanding about HOPE in this book! I picked up this book
and couldn't put in down. You will feel a lot of emotions as you read this book. I couldn't help but
feel mad, sad, and glad while reading this book. An excellent, short read for anyone struggling with
addiction or impacted by another person's addiction. ~ Sober Coach Dave

Great read! Really brought out the truth in what addicts go through! I thank God that I never went
through as much as I could have before becoming sober and this book is a great reminder of why I
stay that way!!

I am a recovering addict of 2 years and I loved this book it is inspiring! I had 10 years clean and
sober and relapsed I know now that I can't stop if I do it again also know as bad as my health is and
as sick as I am now I would not live if I were to relapsed again so I everyday struggle knowing how
close to death I was. I would have loved to have found an inspirational book like this in my early
days of recovery! Let me tell you METH is no joke..... It ruins your life! It takes forever to rebuild

what took such a short time to destroy and sometimes things can't be fixed!

What a great read. Such an open and honest account of the struggles encountered in active
addiction. It's terribly sad to think about the lengths one goes to just to satisfy a habit. I'm so grateful
to have had the opportunity to read this account as it certainly opened my eyes to just how tough
others really do have it. I'm really hoping April continues to write because this was an amazing story

I am a recreational drug user have been for a while. I hold down a great job never miss work. I have
a wonderful girlfriend of 13 years ( she has never touched a drug in her life). Don't have any
children. But this book makes me think how MUCH BETTER my life would be without the small
amount I do. Maybe it's time to accept the lords love Iam sure that would be the best high of all. Any
way awesome book well written. God bless
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